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Summary 

Due to climate changes of the last years, in Europe, there is a tendency of using 

ecological materials in building constructions. Therefore, timber structures 

represent a very good solution in reducing the negative environment impacts. 

The Platform Framing structural system offers the possibility of constructing new 

multi-storey buildings. In order to increase the quality of execution and to reduce 

the time of constructing the building, it can be used prefabricated wood panels as 

structural walls. 

This paper presents a numerical analysis of a multi-storey Platform Framing 

timber structure by using finite element method. The structure consisting of 

prefabricated panels is located in Iaşi City and it has 3 levels: Ground floor Level 

+ 2 Levels. The numerical analysis of the structure was done by using the 

commercial structural program Axis VM 12. 

KEYWORDS: timber, platform framing, prefabricated panels, Finite Element 

Method, Axis VM 12. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Climate changes are already happening and their effects becoming more and more 

obvious. The humanity efforts to reduce them have resulted in a set of principles of 

sustainable development, which aims to put the society on a trajectory required to 

maintain a favourable climate for life on Earth. In addition to social and political 

components of these principles, the environmental component is also very 

important [1-2]. 

The latest norms from environmental and construction sector reduced both the 

amount of energy consumed during operation of the building and the one 

embedded in them. Therefore, in recent years, timber structures were imposed, the 

energy embedded in this material being inferior to the one embodied in the 

materials of classic structures, like concrete, metal or masonry [3]. The structure of 

the building is cover in various materials to meet the essential performance 

requirements. To this purpose, the most often are used thermal and acoustic 
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insulations made from mineral wool [4], but recently began to use low embedded 

energy materials as straw bales, cellulose, sheep wool insulation and hemp or flax 

insulation. Also, it is desired that the buildings to be more economical from the 

point of view of material consumption and also to have a cost as low as possible 

[5]. 

In order to fulfils these requirements, the best solution can be the timber framing 

structures. This system can be classified in two different structures: Balloon 

Framing and Platform Framing. The main advantages of this system when 

comparing with other systems made of reinforced concrete or masonry are the 

following [6]: 

• 30 % cost reduction; 

• fast and not season dependent execution; 

• reduced weight; 

• good seismic behaviour; 

• height thermal comfort; 

• ecological, with a positive environment impact. 

 

The proposed building for the case study is a Platform Framing system. This 

system offers the possibility of constructing multi-storey buildings. The 

recommended maximum height regime for constructions located in seismic areas 

with peak ground accelerations values greater than 0.15 g is 7.00 m. The height is 

considered from the ±0.00 level of the building to the cornice (eaves). It can be 

allowed buildings with regime height greater than 10.00 m, but it is necessary that 

the structural capacity to be evaluated on 1/1, 1/2 or 1/4 scale models [7]. 

So, the paper presents the study of the structural behaviour of a multi-storey 

Platform Framing building, located in Iaşi City (ag = 0.25 g), having a height 

regime G + 2 L (8.40 m). The building’s layout is 18.60 m by 10.80 m. The 

analysis is performed on a 3D model, represented in Axis VM 12, with the scale of 

1/1. 

2. CASE STUDY 

2.1. Description of the structural system 

The Platform Framing structural system is specific for one-family houses. This 

structural system consists of structural walls (vertical and horizontal load-bearing 

elements), bearing walls (carrying only vertical loads), light frames (also carrying 

only vertical loads) and of rigid floors and roof, which have the role of transmitting 

the vertical and horizontal loads to the structural walls.  
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Within this paper a different approach was proposed, because the structure is a 

multi-family building, it was proposed that all the walls to be structural walls. In 

order to increase the quality of execution and to considerably decrease the time for 

erecting the building, prefabricated structural panels were used. The connection of 

the panels to the foundation is done by using anchors: bolt type anchors for shear 

connections and hold-down anchors for moment connections. The connection of 

the panels to the slabs is done by using straps and hold-down anchors [6]. 

The structure of the prefabricated panel is presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The structure of a prefabricated panel (insulation, breather membrane,  

etc. not shown) [8] 

The studs of the prefabricated panel are placed at 600 mm (between the axes) and 

are made of fir, timber class C24. The exterior walls consist of 50 x 250 mm studs 

and they are boarded on the exterior face with 18 mm thick Oriented Strand Boards 

(OSB) which have a stiffening role. The interior walls consist of 50 x 200 mm 
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studs and are boarded on both faces with 18 mm thick OSB elements. The OSB 

elements are nailed to the studs and to the blocking of the prefabricated panel. 

The framing type slab (Figure 2) consists of timber joists of C24 class with the 

cross-section of 50 x 250 mm. On top of the slab, sheathings of 22 mm thick OSB 

elements are provided. The OSB elements are nailed to the joists and to the 

blocking. This structure of the slab provides a diaphragm effect with respect to the 

lateral stiffness of the vertical elements. 

 

Figure 2. The structure of the framing type slab [9] 

The framing type roof is a terrace and it is made by timber joists of C24 class, with 

the cross-section of 50 x 250 mm, covered with 44 mm thick OSB elements. 

For thermal and acoustical isolation, straw bales were used for the exterior walls 

and the mineral wool is used for the interior walls and for the slabs. 

Several hypotheses were used in order to define the structural model for the 

numerical analysis: 

• the studs of the prefabricated panel were modelled using rib finite elements 

• the structural OSB elements were modelled with shell elements; 

• the connection between the studs and the structural board is rigid connection; 

• the connection between the panels and the foundation is a rigid connection; 

• the connection between the panels is continuous and assures both vertical and 

horizontal continuity of the walls; 

• the slabs and the roof provide a diaphragm effect. 

 

The loads acting on the structure are computed according to the norms for the 

specific site location (Iaşi City, Romania). After establishing the hypotheses and 

the load combinations, the structure will be meshed using a triangular finite 

element type (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. The mesh of the structure with triangular shell  

2.2. Analysis results and discussion 

From the modal analysis the next results can be observed (Table 1): 

Table 1. Modal Analysis Results 

Natural modes of vibration 
Period 

[s] 

Frequency 

[Hz] 

Mode 1 of vibration 0.178 5.63 

Mode 2 of vibration 0.157 6.38 

Mode 3 of vibration 0.156 6.40 
 

The first mode of vibration is a translation on X direction, the second mode is a 

translation on Y direction and the third one is torsion about Z axis. 

After running the modal analysis, the seismic action can be computed according to 

P100-1/2013 for the site location (Iaşi City). 

The main results obtained from static linear analysis are presented below. These 

results were used to design the structure. 
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Figure 4. Maximum values of displacements on X direction 

 

 

Figure 5. Maximum values of displacements on Y direction 

The inter-storey drift check is done according to P100-1/2013, Annex E: 

 
SLS

arre

SLS

r ddqvd ,  (1) 

 

where: 
SLS

rd is the inter-storey drift under the seismic action associated with SLS; 

red
is the inter-storey drift, computed by elastic analysis under seismic design 

actions; v  is the reduction factor accounting for the reduced recurrence interval of 

the seismic action associated with the SLS checks (v = 0,5); q is the behaviour 
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factor depending on the type of structure used for computing the seismic design 

forces 
SLS

ard , is the admissible inter-storey drift. 

 

Table 2. Inter-storey drift checks, X direction 

Storey 
SLS

rd   

[mm] 

SLS

ard ,   

[mm] 

SLS

ar

SLS

r dd ,   

[mm] 

Ground  10.4 21 OK 

Level 1 10.9 21 OK 

Level 2 8.9 21 OK 

 

Table 3. Inter-storey drift checks, Y direction 

Storey 
SLS

rd   

[mm] 

SLS

ard ,   

[mm] 

SLS

ar

SLS

r dd ,   

[mm] 

Ground 8.9 21 OK 

Level 1 9.2 21 OK 

Level 2 7.4 21 OK 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, it was numerically analysed the behaviour of a Platform Framing 

timber structure consisting of prefabricated panels, located in Iaşi City, having a 

regime height greater than the maximum recommended one. 

The displacement results obtained from the numerical FEM analysis were checked 

according to P100-1/2013 [7]. It was concluded that the maximum value of the 

inter-storey drift is smaller than the admissible one. 
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